MEMBERSHIP
LEVELS

YOU CHOOSE…
Circle of Life members will also have
the opportunity, as a group, to determine
which priority hospital project to support.

Each year, members will be provided
with a summary of three to five pressing
Hospital projects which need community
support. Members will receive a proposal
outlining each option, along with an
invitation to attend a special meeting
where each project is presented.

A Special Way to Support
GUELPH GENERAL
HOSPITAL

Members vote and the project with
the most votes will receive that year’s
funding from the Circle of Life program.
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THE PROGRAM
Now more than ever, Guelph General
Hospital relies on the support of its community.
Donations mean that the GGH caregivers have
the equipment they need to treat illness and
injury, to provide care and comfort, to change
and indeed, to save lives. Government funding
provides the basics – we need and deserve
more than the basics.
As members of the Circle of Life, you are
among Guelph General Hospital’s most loyal
supporters. We offer the following recognition:

THE CIRCLE
OF LIFE.

Circle of Life Patrons, Sponsors and
Supporters are invited to an annual celebration
cocktail party at the home of our Philanthropy
Leaders Cabinet Chair, Linda Hasenfratz – CEO
of Linamar Corporation

AT ALL AGES AND STAGES IN LIFE, THROUGH
THE CIRCLE OF LIFE, GUELPH GENERAL
HOSPITAL IS HERE FOR OUR COMMUNITY.
The Circle of Life program celebrates the

As committed participants in annual giving,

outstanding philanthropy that benefits patients at

members provide a reliable stream of funding for

Guelph General Hospital today – and carries on

GGH to serve the greatest need of our patients.

the legacy of remarkable community support that

Members commit to a gift of $1,500 or more

began in 1872.

each year, to support a priority project chosen by

The new Circle of Life program is a way to
recognize those individuals who provide

members.
Just as a circle is a continuous cycle with no

consistent annual gifts that help purchase

end, so are the gifts from those who belong to

equipment for all areas of the Hospital.

the Circle of Life.

All members receive our bi-annual
newsletter featuring hospital news of interest to
donors. Additionally, throughout the year, all
members may receive invitations to special
events, lectures by health care experts and
receptions for special friends of the Hospital.
All Circle of Life members will be listed in
the Foundation’s annual donor listing, and on
our website.
At your request, we would be happy to
provide a guided tour of Guelph General
Hospital.
*Please note: if you do not want your name displayed
for recognition purposes, please call The Foundation of
Guelph General Hospital at 519-837-6422.

